CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY

POOLPARTY SEMANTIC SUITE ENABLES
QUICK EXCHANGE OF DATA ACROSS MULTIPLE
STAKEHOLDER GROUPS
Industry
ü Renewable energies (NGO)

Challenges
ü Heterogeneous stakeholder groups with a common
body of knowledge.
ü Vocabularies highly vary among the political and
industrial players.
ü Demand for a 360 degree view on climate issues
increasing.

Solutions
ü Extensive knowledge pooling
ü Refining the taxonomy
ü Use text-mining to refine further

Key Benefits

Situation: Varied Vocabularies Hinder
Information Flow
In the climate and energy industry multiple stakeholder
groups use a common body of knowledge. Exchange of
existing information to create synergy effects is essential
for them. The vocabularies that can be found in use among
these groups vary considerably. This prevents profound
decision making and the automated reuse of data across
organizational boundaries is limited as well.

Challenge: PoolParty to Integrate Vocabularies
in a 360 Degree View
Political and economic decisions will take climate
information increasingly into account. Therefore, a 360
degree view on climate issues was called for. PoolParty
excels in linking and tagging data across platforms.
Knowledge modeling in a graph suitable for the knowledge
domain is the basic element.

ü Large amounts of documents tagged fast
ü Reusable vocabulary with cross-enterprise
collaboration

Solution: More Than 30 International Experts’
Taxonomy
The Climate Tagger is an application that is built on top
of a comprehensive taxonomy. This knowledge graph
was developed in a collaborative process with over 30
international experts specializing in renewable energy
policies, climate change adaptation and mitigation finance.
The taxonomy structures the knowledge domain and takes
synonyms and other related information into account.
The common vocabulary is available in five languages.
Organizations can analyze their content through the
Climate Tagger and annotate their digital assets with
metadata through the underlying taxonomy and textmining capabilities.

For example, when users search for solar plants, they can
also get results for photovoltaic, which is synonymous with
solar plant. Out-of-the box integrations are available for
CKAN, Drupal and WordPress

Implementation Insights: Knowledge Pooling
and Taxonomy Maintenance
First of all, the REEEP chief taxonomist had to develop a
fundamental understanding of the domain. She asked
experts to send her representative documents, which
got analyzed by the PoolParty text-mining module. She
generated a key word list and built a hierarchical taxonomy
structure out of that. This taxonomy draft was the starting
point for expert discussions.
A taxonomy is not an end in itself, but a foundation for
knowledge-intensive applications such as search portals,
expert finders or recommendation engines. Highly topical
subject areas as renewable energy are under rapid change
and also influenced by the application usage. Taxonomies
are part of a learning system. The taxonomist is regularly
checking and fine-tuning the knowledge graph to ensure
metadata accuracy and relevance:
ü Via text-mining, a regular gap analysis is executed. New
knowledge areas get uncovered and can be included in
the taxonomy.
ü The taxonomy is enriched through Linked Data sources.
Descriptive definitions for the vocabulary are not

generated manually, but are automatically included
from existing resources. As the Linked Data ecosystem
is growing rapidly, the taxonomist follows up on its
development and includes new data.
ü Also the maintenance of the taxonomy in five languages
is supported automatically via PoolParty’s Linked Data
module.

Outcome: Climate Tagger Widely Used: 700k
Documents Tagged Inside of Minutes
In 2015, already 200 interest groups were using the
Climate Tagger to annotate their content according to
an industry-standard vocabulary and more than 700k
documents were analyzed and tagged. The wide-spread
industry usage of the Climate Tagger ensures a consistent
content annotation that enables a more convenient
content reuse and linking. Organizations can decide
to make their website externally accessible. Then the
possible consolidation of knowledge bears significant
innovation potential. The content gets displayed on other
platforms as well, when search queries fit the annotated
content. Organizations don’t need to reinvent the wheel,
but can focus on their area of expertise and bundle their
knowledge with complementary resources.

Take a Look
REEEP: www.reeep.org
climatetagger: www.climatetagger.net
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